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FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

As I write this we are experiencing arguably the coldest set of days in Chicago’s history. Businesses, schools, restaurants, and theatres, including Northlight, closed for safety’s sake. The streets were empty in my one foray out into the 20 below. The shelters in Evanston were full and the heroes who serve the homeless population were pitching in to house as many as they could during the cold crisis. In this extreme weather, I thought about Landladies. I thought about all the families who struggle to make the rent, let alone heat their homes, in times like these. Nationwide, one in five renting families miss their utility bills and are disconnected. There are 900,000 evictions every year in America amounting to 2.6 million people, many of them children. There are thousands on the edge of poverty struggling to keep their heads above water, when at one time they were securely in the middle class.

Inspired by Matthew Desmond’s Pulitzer Prize-winning book Evicted, Sharyn Rothstein’s Landladies examines the razor’s edge of poverty and the working class fight to keep up in an economy some say is booming. And therein lies the harsh reality. When two parents are working full-time and can barely make expenses, the lie of prosperity comes clearly into view. Single mothers working three jobs to survive is not the definition of an economic boom, it is the definition of wage inequality. Senior citizens, an often overlooked population, struggle to live on Social Security alone while the price of food and rent skyrocket, tarnishing their “Golden Years.” The cost of prescriptions continues to accelerate, making the choice of rent or health a critical decision for many.

Landladies is not a political play, it is a compassionate examination of human travail in America today. It focuses on two women on two different rungs of the economic ladder. Today those rungs are more perilous and slippery than ever. Here on the North Shore, behind the curtain of affluence, is a population that struggles to keep up. So when Sharyn suggested a play about the kind of circumstances described in Evicted, I knew it would be the kind of play you would respond to.

BJ Jones
Two years ago, I picked up a book that changed the way I saw America. Matthew Desmond’s Pulitzer Prize-winning Evicted, a deep dive into the housing crisis and cycle of poverty that is crippling our country, is a brilliantly-written and researched work that exposes the cruelty and injustice that forces 1 in 8 Americans into eviction at some point in their lives.

A disproportionate amount of the evicted are mothers with children. As with so many social problems in this country, the difficulties and inequities these women face is rarely discussed, and even more rarely ameliorated by social policy.

Desmond addresses all of the issues faced by poor women on the brink of eviction, but he also presents the landlords who rent to these women as fully human, complicated small-business people, trying to keep afloat in the most challenging and problematic real estate markets in the country.

But the landlords and the tenants Desmond presents aren’t just struggling victims of an unfair system. They are also strong-minded. They are funny. They are shrewd. They are survivors.

They are Marti and Christine, a landlady and her new tenant; two complicated, sharply funny, wiser-than-their-years women, whose unexpected friendship is the heart of Landladies.

Theatre allows us into the lives of others. It beckons us to imagine what we’ve never experienced, and to question our assumptions. I hope you fall in love with these women the way I have, that you walk away with an understanding of what they’re up against, and a newfound respect for their ability to laugh, love, and survive what to so many would be simply insurmountable.

I am so grateful to my gorgeous cast and brilliant director, and to BJ Jones and everyone at Northlight, for their support and passion for this play, and their commitment to telling under-told stories about people we as a society too often overlook and underestimate.

Thank you for opening your heart to Landladies.

Sincerely,
Sharyn Rothstein
Northlight has always put an emphasis on new work, and since the inception of the Interplay program in 2006, we’ve been able to put increased focus and investment in its creation. Through Interplay, Northlight is able to customize support to serve the specific needs of play development — that support can take the form of playwright commissions, workshops with actors, and private or public readings.

Playwright commissions allow Northlight to directly invest in a playwright’s creative process by providing support and time to bring first idea to first draft. When we produced *By the Water* by Sharyn Rothstein in 2017, we immediately knew Sharyn’s voice was a great fit for a Northlight commission. She has a specific ability to capture the vulnerability, honesty, and humor in human struggle. BJ Jones approached Sharyn to see if she had thoughts for a new play and they began to discuss the beginning idea of a story that would eventually become *Landladies*.

Sharyn was inspired to write a play about poverty in America after reading Matthew Desmond’s *Evicted*. While *Landladies* is not directly based on any of the stories or people in *Evicted*, it examines the human relationship between a single mother living in poverty and her landlord.

Once we read the first draft of the play, then titled *Make It Nice*, we knew we wanted to produce it in our 2018-19 season, as it ignites an important conversation about the cycle of poverty and the housing crisis. Sharyn worked through multiple drafts of the play and we hosted a table reading at Northlight. As part of that process, the title changed to *The Janice* and finally to *Landladies*, based on re-writes Sharyn was working on with feedback from the Northlight artistic team. In December 2018, we had a four-day workshop for Sharyn to hear the play and make changes with the actors and director in the room. And finally with the Edgerton Award, we were granted an extra week of rehearsal to have time to incorporate new ideas as the actors dig deeper into their characters.

Actor Leah Karpel says of the new play process, “Working on a brand new play is one of my favorite things to do because there’s potential for sort of anything to happen. When you start working on a new play the spine is there, but it’s never completely realized. I love the actor’s job in that...
process, which is really to figure out what the playwright is intending to communicate, what story they’re trying to tell, and then to map how my character helps tell that story.”

The final ingredient is you, our audience. As we refine the play during previews, we incorporate changes based on what we are learning from audience response to the play. Director Jess McLeod says, “What I’d love audiences to take away is that however hard life is, how even as we’re trying to make it on our own, how crucial human connection remains.” *Landladies* marks the 41st world premiere in Northlight’s 44-year history—the latest in a long line that has established Interplay as a valuable incubator for new work in American theatre. The American theatrical canon needs new plays for this industry to sustain itself, to grow, and for this art form that we love to thrive for new artists and future generations. Northlight is proud to be an important contributor to that process.

-Lauren Shouse, Associate Artistic Director

**DEDICATION**

Seventeen years ago, one of Evanston’s esteemed citizens, Joe Levy, along with his cousin Hugo Melvoin, set up the Melvoin Award, to be given to a playwright in support of the development of their work here at Northlight. The first recipient was Jenny Laird’s *Sky Girls*, a touching, humorous, and spiritual celebration of the Women’s Airforce Service Pilots.

Since then Joe and Hugo have supported so many plays, including *The Outgoing Tide*, *Better Late*, *Shining Lives*, *Miss Bennet: Christmas at Pemberley*, *Rounding Third*, and this season, the last of the Melvoins, *Landladies* by Sharyn Rothstein. These plays have brought us artistic and box office success and have found their way to New York, to the Galway International Theatre Festival, and to theatres nationwide. We are so proud of that.

But most of all we are grateful to Joe. Joe passed away in February, unable to see his last gift come to fruition. But it’s fitting that these plays live on, given life by this visionary. He and his wife Carol have given so much to the community they worked in. So, though I always told him how grateful I was, and how much he meant to our community, I’ll say it again: Thank you Joe and Carol, on behalf of so many playwrights, directors, actors, designers, and thousands of audience members who enjoyed the work you helped develop. I’m sure you never truly realized how important your gift was, but without it, seventeen years of new work would not exist. And I would have missed out on the inspiration of knowing you.

- BJ Jones
There’s trueness within in a neighborhood of possibilities. A distinct makeup of underlying values and beliefs. A respect for openness. An expression of kindness. A welcoming dynamic that allows us to live to the fullest, to explore and connect in more thorough and thoughtful ways.

Experience retirement living at Three Crowns Park in one of America’s best neighborhoods.
SHANESIA DAVIS (Marti) returns to Northlight where she previously appeared in Permanent Collection and Bee-luther-hatchee. She was last seen as Gertrude in The Gift Theatre’s Hamlet. Chicago credits include: Billy Elliot the Musical (Porchlight, Jeff Nomination); Richard III (Gift Theatre); The Glass Menagerie, Our Lady of 121st St. (Steppenwolf); Brothers of the Dust (Best Actress, Black Theater Alliance Award, Black Excellence Award), What I Learned in Paris (Congo Square); Immediate Family, Drowning Crow, Black Star Line (Goodman); Native Son, Othello (Court) among others. Regional: Jazz (Baltimore Center Stage); Immediate Family (Mark Taper Forum); Gee’s Bend (Cleveland Playhouse); The Syringa Tree, A Raisin in the Sun (Kansas City Repertory); Intimate Apparel (Baltimore Center Stage, South Coast Repertory); and Hamlet (San Diego Repertory). Film: Blueprint, External Rivals, Working Man, Consumed, Morning Due, The Weatherman, Life Sentence, and Chicago Cab with Honors. TV: Proven Innocent, The Chi, Cleveland Abduction, Empire, Chicago Fire, Making a Case for Murder: The Howard Beach Story, CRISIS, Detroit 187, Missing Person, and Early Edition.

LEAH KARPEL (Christine) returns to Northlight after previously appearing in The Commons of Pensacola. Other Chicago credits include: Appropriate, The Whale, We Are Proud to Present... (Victory Gardens); Buena Vista, The Glass Menagerie, The Hot L Baltimore (Steppenwolf); The Diary Of Anne Frank (Writers); Punk Rock (Griffin). NYC credits include: Lewiston/Clarkston (Rattlestick), The Harvest (LCT3), Pocatello (Playwrights Horizons), PORTO (Women’s Project). Regional: Miller, Mississippi (Dallas Theatre Center, Longwharf Theatre); Residence (Actors Theatre of Louisville Humana Festival); 4000 Miles (Long Wharf Theatre); Ten Chimneys (Milwaukee Repertory). Film/TV: Chicago Med, Patriot, Olympia.

JULIAN PARKER (Poet) returns to Northlight after appearing in Charm. Stage credits include: Pass Over, Gospel of Franklin, BlackTop Sky, and understudy in Head of Passes (Steppenwolf); Genesis, Dutchman, and The Brothers’ Size (Definition Theatre Company); Seize the King (La Jolla Playhouse); Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Smart People (Writers); Prowess (Jackalope); Hairy Ape (Oracle Productions, Jeff Award recipient for Actor in a Principal Role); and The Royale (American Theatre Company). TV/Film: Pass Over (Amazon Studios, directed by Spike Lee); The Chi (Showtime); Chicago PD and Chicago Fire (NBC); and Home for the Weekend (Comedy Central). He is represented by Grossman & Jack Talent and managed by Authentic Talent. He is a co-founding member of Definition Theatre Company and received his BFA from the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.

SHARYN ROTHSTEIN (Playwright) is a playwright and television writer, whose plays and musicals have been workshopped and produced around the country, as well as internationally. Her play By The Water was first produced by Manhattan Theater Club and Ars Nova and was the recipient of the American Theater Critic’s Association Francesca Primus Prize. Her play All The Days was the recipient of the Edgerton Foundation Award and was produced at the McCarter Theater Center, directed by Emily Mann. In addition to playwriting, Sharyn is a writer and consulting producer for the USA Network drama SUITS. She is currently working on a television pilot for Apple, a theater commission from Manhattan Theater Club, as well as a stage adaptation of the beloved film Hester Street. In 2019, Sharyn’s comedy Tell Me I’m Not Crazy will premiere at The Williamstown Theater Festival and her drama Right To Be Forgotten will premiere at Arena Stage in Washington, DC. She holds an MFA in dramatic writing from NYU and a Masters in Public Health from Hunter College, with a concentration in Urban Health. She lives in Brooklyn with one husband, two kids, two cats, and a mountain of laundry.
JESS MCLEOD (Director) is the Resident Director of Hamilton Chicago. Recent Chicago credits include Fulfillment Center (A Red Orchid Theatre), There’s Always the Hudson (Goodman Theatre, 2017 Michael Maggio Fellow), Hang Man (The Gift Theatre), Marry Me A Little (Porchlight Music Theatre), How We Got On (Haven), Season on the Line (The House Theatre), L-vis Live! (Victory Gardens Theater, 2018 Next Generation Artistic Fellow), Venus (Steppenwolf Next Up!), Short Shakes! Midsummer (Chicago Shakespeare), and five short operas developed with Chicago community groups (Lyric Opera of Chicago). New York credits include The Last Five Years and The Unauthorized Musicology of Ben Folds (New York Musical Theatre Festival, Director of Programming). Festival Coordinator, Louder Than A Bomb Youth Poetry Festival @ Young Chicago Authors (2016-17). Teaching Artist, Storycatchers Theatre. M.F.A., Northwestern University.

ARNEL SANCIANCO (Scenic Design) makes his Northlight debut with Landladies. He has designed all around the United States and has received an Equity Jeff nomination for Scenic Design. Credits include The All Night Strut (Milwaukee Rep); Crumbs from the Table of Joy (Raven); Rhoda and the Fossil Hunt, Empower (Lyric Unlimited); The Cake (Rivendell); Master Class, Boy (Timeline); Photograph 51, The Belle of Amherst (Court); We Are Proud to Present, The Crucible (Steppenwolf); The Wiz, Little Fish (Kokandy); Hangman, Pilgrims (The Gift); Hookman, Earthquakes in London (Steep); Peerless (First Floor); The Total Bent, The Displaced, How We Got On (Haven); You on The Moors Now (The Hypocrites); Carousel, Titanic, Rock of Ages (Timberlake Playhouse); and Xanadu (American Theatre Co.) For a more in depth look at his work visit www.ArnelDesigns.com

CHRISTINE PASCUAL (Costume Design) is delighted to be making her Northlight debut. Recent credits include: The Total Bent, The Displaced (Haven Theatre); La Ruta (Steppenwolf); Crumbs From The Table of Joy (Raven Theatre); Lady in Denmark, Feathers and Teeth, The Happiest Song Plays Last, Fish Men, El Nogalar, Massacre, New Stages Festival (Goodman); Put Your House in Order (Jackalope Theatre); Hang (Remy Bumpo); Traitor (Red Orchid); Simpatico (McCarter Theatre). She has also worked at American Theater Company, Teatro Vista, Victory Gardens, Chicago Children’s Theatre, Theatre Wit, Court, Congo Square Theatre. Off-Broadway credits include The Elaborate Entrance of Chad Deity (Second Stage Theatre). Regional credits include work at American Players Theatre, Virginia Stage Company and Centerstage. Pascual was a 2010 Henry Hewes Design Award nominee and a 2018 3Arts Awardee.

SARAH HUGHEY (Lighting Design) is pleased to be working on her eighth design with Northlight after Miss Bennet, The City of Conversation, Discord, Butler, The Commons of Pensacola, Tom Jones, and Black Pearl Sings! Recent Chicago credits include Vietgone, The Scene, Doubt: A Parable, The Diary of Anne Frank (Writers); Mr. and Mrs. Pennyworth (Lookingglass); Straight White Men (Steppenwolf); Moby Dick (Blair Thomas & Co.); Cocked, The Who and the What, Samsara (Victory Gardens). Other recent credits include Crossing Mnisose and Sense and Sensibility (Portland Center Stage); The Cake (Asolo Rep); and As You Like It (Guthrie Theater). Ms. Hughey has received a Jeff Award (Scorched, Silk Road Rising), and the Maggio Emerging Designer Award. She holds an MFA from Northwestern University.

STEPHEN PTACEK (Sound Design) Credits include: Nell Gwynn, QBrothers Christmas Carol (Chicago Shakespeare); Mies Julie (Victory Gardens); Long Way Home (Q Brothers w/ Chicago Children’s Choir); The Skin of Our Teeth (Remy Bumpppo); The Pride, The Flowers, Stupid Kids, The Young Ladies Of... (About Face); How We Got On (Haven); Killer Angels (Lineline); Breach, Roadkill Confidential, Dead Letter Office, The Twins Would Like To Say, God’s Ear, As Told By The Vivian Girls (Dog & Pony); Faster (Side Project). Film: May Days, What Remains, Some Girls Never Learn. TV: Brujos. Education: BA in English, Theatre Arts, University of
www.StephenPtacek.com

KATIE KLEMME (Production Stage Manager) is pleased to return to Northlight after serving as Assistant Stage Manager on You Can’t Take It With You. Recent credits include Hamilton: An American Musical (Chicago, Rehearsal, Sub ASM); Sorin: A Notre Dame Story (National Tour); Indecent, Lettie (Victory Gardens); The Realistic Joneses (Theater Wit & Shattered Globe); Southern Gothic (Windy City Playhouse); and Mother and Me (Geva Theater Center, Rochester, NY). She’s also served as resident production stage manager from 2008-2018 for over 25 productions at American Theater Company where highlights include the world premieres of Disgraced (Pulitzer Prize) and The Project(s) as well as columbinus which played to audiences in Chicago and Boston (ArtsEmerson).

She is on the faculty at Loyola University Chicago and is a proud member of Actors Equity Association.

BJ JONES (Artistic Director) is in his 21st season as Artistic Director of Northlight. Mr. Jones is a two-time Joseph Jefferson Award Winning actor and a three-time nominated director. He has directed the world premieres of Relativity, Charm, Faceless, White Guy on the Bus, Chapatti, The Outgoing Tide, Better Late, and Rounding Third. Notably he has directed productions of Outside Mullingar, Grey Gardens, The Price, The Lieutenant of Innishmore, and The Beauty Queen of Leenane. As a producer he has guided the world premieres of Miss Bennet: Christmas at Pemberley, Shining Lives, The Last Five Years, and Studs Terkel’s ‘The Good War.’ Additional directorial credits include Pitmen Painters (Timeline); 100 Saints You Should Know (Steppenwolf); Glengarry Glen Ross (Alliance Theatre, Atlanta); The Lady with All the Answers (Cherry Lane, New York); Animal Crackers (Baltimore Center Stage); Three Musketeers, The

Across 2500 miles of desert.
Across 800 years of history.
Journey to a medieval world with Africa at its center.
JANUARY 26 - JULY 21 2019
CARAVANS OF GOLD FRAGMENTS IN TIME
ART, CULTURE, AND EXCHANGE ACROSS MEDIEVAL SAHARAN AFRICA
www.blockmuseum.northwestern.edu
He created, curated and produced Steppenwolf’s acclaimed TRAFFIC Series including a partnership with Chicago Public Radio for subsequent broadcasts. Tim founded Steppenwolf Films, of which he is still a partner with Gary Sinise, Terry Kinney and Jeff Perry, to develop film and television projects. He has served on the Board of Trustees of the League of Chicago Theatres and on the theater selection panel for the Princess Grace Foundation Awards. He also serves on the USA selection committee for The Eisenhower Fellows, Philadelphia, PA. Previously, Tim served on the board of the Independent Film Project (IFP) and was a charter member of the Governor’s Task Force for Media Development.

TIMOTHY J. EVANS (Executive Director) leads Northlight Theatre’s overall strategic, management, and long-range initiatives. Prior to his arrival at Northlight, Tim spent over 20 years at Steppenwolf Theatre Company in management and producing positions.
Announcing the 2019-20 SEASON!

NORTHLIGHT THEATRE

MOTHER OF THE MAID
BY JANE ANDERSON
DIRECTED BY BJ JONES
Isabelle Arc is a hard-working peasant woman whose daughter Joan begins an odd and extraordinary rise from farm girl to holy martyr. “Full of discovery. Powerful & stunning!” (New York Magazine)

THE WICKHAMS: CHRISTMAS AT PEMBERLEY
BY LAUREN GUNDERSON AND MARGOT MELCON
DIRECTED BY JESSICA THEBUS
In this charming new companion piece to Miss Bennet: Christmas at Pemberley, our favorite Austen-inspired characters prove that family, forgiveness, and the true spirit of giving win the day!

HOW A BOY FALLS
BY STEVEN DIETZ
DIRECTED BY BJ JONES
This world premiere thriller from one of America’s essential playwrights will keep you on the edge of your seat!

INTIMATE APPAREL
BY LYNN NOTTAGE
In 1905, a black seamstress sews her way out of poverty, creating exquisite lingerie for her Manhattan clientele in “a rich, vivid portrait of African-American life a century ago.” (New York Times)

SONGS FOR NOBODIES
BY JOANNA MURRAY SMITH
DIRECTED BY ROB LINDLEY
This one-woman tour-de-force celebrates the iconic work of Judy Garland, Patsy Cline, Billie Holiday, Edith Piaf and Maria Callas.

SUBSCRIBERS • Save up to 40% • Get the Best Seats
Enjoy Unlimited Free Exchanges • JOIN TODAY!

Online at NORTHLIGHT.ORG/SUBSCRIBE
or call the Box Office: 847.673.6300
The only way to change the past is to create a new one.
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WRITTEN BY CARYL CHURCHILL
DIRECTED BY ROBIN WITT
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847-242-6000 | WRITERSTHEATRE.ORG
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PICTURED: NATE BURGER AND WILLIAM BROWN. PHOTO BY SAVERIO TRUGLIA.
Northlight distinguishes itself in the landscape of Chicago theatre through its compelling and compassionate work onstage and innovative and impactful work offstage, including dynamic education and community engagement programs. Northlight’s story begins in 1974, when Gregory Kandel, Mike Nussbaum, and Frank Galati established the Evanston Theatre Company in the Kingsley Elementary School Theater on Green Bay Road in Evanston. The company evolved and expanded in the two decades that followed, moving between several different locations in the North Shore area and adopting the name Northlight Theatre. Northlight settled into its current home at the North Shore Center for the Performing Arts in Skokie in 1997. From then on, Northlight began a new era of growth, quickly developing into one of the largest nonprofit theatres in the Chicagoland area led by Artistic Director BJ Jones, who took over in 1998. In 2007, he was joined by Executive Director Timothy J. Evans. Under their joint leadership, Northlight has established itself as a regional magnet for critical and professional acclaim and a home for talent of the highest quality.

Today, Northlight’s programming includes:

**MAINSTAGE** Northlight produces five mainstage productions per season, with a spectrum of work ranging from timely world premieres to refreshed classics.

**NEW PLAY DEVELOPMENT** By the end of the 2018-19 season, Northlight will have brought over 40 world-premiere plays to life and is the recipient of ten Edgerton Foundation for New Play Awards.

**EDUCATION** Our comprehensive arts education program serves over 3500 students per year through workshops, low-cost performance access, and in-school residencies ranging from adaptations of familiar stories to student-devised theatre for social change.

**AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT** A variety of free audience events such as Backstage with BJ, community panels, and post-show discussions add depth and context to each production and offer a platform for civil discourse.

**COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT** These tailored programs use theatre arts and theatre-related skills to build bridges with other non-profit organizations, working to both support their missions and extend our reach to diverse audiences.

Through its work onstage and in the community, Northlight Theatre aspires to promote a change of perspective and encourage compassion by exploring the depth of our humanity across a bold spectrum of theatrical experiences.
When the play is over, the conversation we hope it inspires has only just begun! Join us for a discussion and Q&A on the greater context of the play with artists related to the production.

Post-show discussions will be held after performances:

Sun, Mar 17, 2:30pm  
Tue, Mar 19, 7:30pm  
Wed, Mar 27, 1:00pm  
Sun, Mar 31, 2:30pm  
Thu, Apr 4, 7:30pm  
Wed, Apr 10, 1:00pm  
Thu, Apr 11, 7:30pm

Inside Look: Landladies  
Wednesday, April 10  
10:30am-11:30am  
Highland Park Library  
Free and Open to the Public
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POP QUIZ

ARE YOU...
- an extrovert?
- good at connecting with others?
- genuine and honest?
- a good communicator?

DO YOU...
- smile and laugh easily?
- love the arts?
- wish for a job with benefits?
- wish for a job with flexibility?

Did you or would someone you know answer yes to all of these questions? If your answer is another YES, Footlights wants to talk to you.

Footlights is growing and is seeking additional Sales Executives.

Do you have an enthusiastic drive for success, and would like to join a team whose mission for nearly 30 years has been to support the performing arts?

If your final answer is YES, please contact our Director of Sales at mthiele@footlights.com.

For more information & job opportunities visit: FOOTLIGHTS.COM®
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The Rice Young People’s Endowment
Theatre Communications Group
Evanston Community Bank & Trust
The Woman’s Club of Evanston

Sponsors
$1,000 - $2,499
Blueleaf Lending
CoBank
Coldwell Banker Evanston
Edward Jones
First Bank & Trust Foundation
Gigio’s Pizzeria
Hagerty Consulting
John J. Cahill Inc.
Kinder Morgan Foundation
LionBird
Mather LifeWays
MB Financial Bank
North End Mothers’ Club
Northwestern University
Plante Moran
Quarles & Brady LLP
Romano Wealth Management
Skokie Fine Arts Commission
Vi at the Glen

Under $1,000
Campagnola
Eckenhoff Saunders Architects, Inc.
Evanston Awning Co., Inc.
Forge Projects LLC
Heart Certified Auto Care
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
The Kiwanis Club of Evanston
PNC Bank
Rotary International
Stephens Dentistry
Uline

HOME IS WHERE OUR STORY BEGINS
GALA SPONSORS
Blueleaf Lending
BMO Harris Bank
Bridgeview Bank Group
Bulley and Andrews

Campaigns
CoBank
Eckenhoff Saunders Architects
Evanston Community Bank & Trust
First Bank and Trust
Gigio’s Pizzeria
Hagerty Consulting
Heart Certified Auto Care
The Kiwanis Club of Evanston
The Lerner Group at HighTower
LionBird
Northwestern University
Polsinelli
Quarles and Brady LLP
Romano Wealth Management
Rotary International
Stephens Dentistry
Tom Stringer Design Partners
Wertheimer Box

Legacy Society Members
Diane and Karl Berolzheimer
Margo and Paul Brown
Josh and Julie Chernoff
Freddi Greenberg and Dan Pinkert
Lloyd Morgan
Carol and Steve Mullins
Janet Mullet
Marcia Mead Stillerman
Neal and Trimmy Stamell

NORTHLIGHT VISIONARIES CIRCLE

Producers
$25,000 and Above
Anonymous
Mark and Kathy McCarville
Kathleen Okrent and Peter Haleas
Thomas D. Stringer and Scott E. Waller
The Sullivan Family Foundation

Playwrights
$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
J. Douglas Gray
Freddi Greenberg and Dan Pinkert
Nan and Wally Greenough
Carol & Steve Mullins
Jim and Sujo Offield
Sam and Marianne Oliva
Melanie and Dan Peterson
Greg and Anne Taubeneck
Family Fund
Tom Stringer Design
Partners
The Zunamon-Cunniff Family

Directors
$5,000 - $9,999
Josh and Julie Chernoff
Bernie Dowling
Donna and Gene Frett
BJ Jones and Candy Corr
Keely Jones and Angie Frank
Susan Karol and Glenn Warning
Paul Lehman & Ronna Stamm
Susie McMonagle
Neal Moglin & Mark Tendam
M. J. O’Brien Family Foundation
Evelyn Salk
Lisa Sandquist and Peter Kinney
Robert S. and Sandra G. Silver

Designers
$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Carole Cahill
Christy Callahan Pfeifer and Drew Pfeifer
Mr. and Mrs. James Elesh
Joan and Kevin Evanich
L. Klug and B. Farrelly
Mary Ann and David Grumman
Dorothy Harza
Catherine Hayden and Tom Carmichael
Kim & Kirk Hoopingarner
Diana and Neil King
Leslie and Paul Lehner
Phillip Palmer and Michael Noonan
Merle Reskin
William & Eleanor Revelle
Keith and Ann Sarpolis
Joyce and John Schladweiler
Ralph and Nancy Segall

Company
$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous (5)
John & Linda Baker
Robert & Trish Barr
Sheryl and Christopher Bartol
Diane and Karl Berolzheimer

Douglas Brown and Rachel Kraft
Vickie and Tim Burke
Michael and Joan Callahan
Mary Anne and Joe Cappo
Scott Carter
Marcia Caulkins
Joyce Chelberg
Bert Crossland
Max and Beth Davis
Marci Eisenstein and John Treece
Mark Evans and Maureen Moran
Mark and Donna Falcone
Robert and Maurita Freas
Abel and Judy Friedman
Bernard Friedman
Susan Mabrey Gaud
Linda and Hal Gerber
Guy and Joan Gunzburg
Emily and Kevin Hansen
Sheri and Charles Hawkins
Tom and Jan Hazlett
Gerta Janss and Berniie Jennett
Douglas and Kathy Johnson
Cameron and Emily Jones
Robert & Judy Kemp
Steve Krug and Lori Darling
Adele and Roland Martel
Michelle and Jim Marvin
Marcia Mead Stillerman
Linnea and John Mead
Lois Melvoin
Brian Montgomery and Laura Armstrong Montgomery
Lloyd Morgan
Bill Nelson and Sherry Graham Nelson
Jordan and Jean Nerenberg
Greg and Nicki Pearson
Robert Kohl and Clark Pellett
Laurie and Michael Petersen
Merril Prager and John Levine
Pat Price
David and Elizabeth Richards
Catherine and Bart Rocca
Lisa and Jeff Rosenkranz
Piper and Jono Rothschild
Rahul and Anuradhiya Roy
Anthony Burt and Karin Reutzel
Sue and Tim Salisburv
Horst & Sara Schastok
Dan and Debra Scherman
David and Christine Seidman
Neal and Trimmv Stanmell
Marcie and Avy Stein
Dr. Rhonda Stein & Dr. Ed Smolevitz
Claire Sucsy
Louise A. Sunderland
Mary and James West
Lawrence and Nancy Wojcik

INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL FUND DONORS

Partners
$500 - $999
Anonymous (5)
Larry and Mary Boeder
Mary and Jim Bowman
Robert and Sara Brenner
Bill and Marea Brichta
Margo and Paul Brown
Ron & Mary Charles
Cindy Clark and Bob Regan
Bob Creevy and Sarah Hughes
Joan Criswell
David and Kate Cudnowski
Susan and David Curry
John R. Dainauskas, MD
Linda and Alexander Darragh
Howard Dubin
Brigid Duffy Gerace
Jerry and Liz Ettinger
Bess Evans and Dan Holdaway
Timothy and Jane Evans
Bill and Sandra Farrow
Ms. Bonnie S. Forkosh and Dick Cohen
Bridget Freas
Thomas and Patricia Gahlon
Craig Golden and Michal Heifitz-Golden
Robyn and David Grossberg
Brenda Hansen
Carol and Jim Hansen
Mrs. Marilyn Heath
Todd Hensley and Lizanne Wilson
Donna and Steven Horwitz
Sarah Krepp and Carter Howard
Michaella Jones
Dr. Herb and Mrs. Adrienne Kamin
Martin and Susanne Kanter
Suzanne and Dan Kanter
Donna LaPietra & Bill Kurtis
Judith Levin
Bonnie and Jay Lytle
Carol Majka
Sheila and Harvey Medvin
Mara and Bob Mihlfried
Margaret Moses
Ellen K. Munro
Barbara and Daniel O’Keefe
Marnie Pelino
Atlee and Rick Pope
Polly and Ken Rattner
Roberta and Howard Rosell
Penelope and Toby Sachs
Debby and Tim Schmid
Susan and Brad Schulman
Eugene L. Shepp
Craig Smith
Janet Carl Smith and Mel Smith
Fredric and Nikki Will Stein
Ginny and Steven Towbin
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vogl
Lewis Wagner
Joyce Anne Wainio and John Fulcher
Helen and Paul Weaver
Bernice Weissbord
Don Wiener and Mike Thallmer

Advocates
$250 - $499
Anonymous (3)
Elbrey Harrell and Mary Badger
Elizabeth and Rick Bald
Ken Belcher and Sandra Ihm
Kathleen M Bell
Jon & Shelley Benson
Lorie Berger
John and Vicki Bitner
Michael Block
Patrice Frey and Wally Bobkiewicz
Nancy Bradt
Mike Brody and Libby Ester
Rev. Daniel P. Buck
Joseph and Mary Calandra
Greg Cameron and
Greg Thompson
Nick Canellis
Pat and Sandy Cantor
Diana Cohen and
David Spitalnik
Judy and Bill Cottle
Arlene and Harvey Coustan
James Dahl
Bruce Davidson
Barbara and Peter DeBerge
Kimberly and Richard Dsida
Betsy and Steve Engelman
Mark Fennell
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Fishman
William and Lynda Frillman
Neil and Marge Gambow
Yvette Gideon and
Rodger Sonneborn
Steve and Anne Gilford
Francis and Kate Guinan
Katherine and Ray Haase
Eleanor Northrop Hall
Becky Harris
Joe Hasman
Janet & Brian Hoffman
Don and Betsy Hohman
Louise A Holland
Karen and David Hughes
Kathleen and Hal Jenkins
Doris J. Johnson
Dr. Claudia Katz
Brendan and Karmen Keane
Dennis and Barbara Kessler

Anne Ledner
Elaine and Steve Lev
Ron and Mary Lewis
Thomas and Joan Lindsey
Sherry & Mel Lopata
David and Catherine Lynch
Edward and Holly Mann
Charlene Marcus
Bob and Barb McCullough
William Miceli and Cindy Nowinski
Sari Mintz and Gary Morrison
Susan Mullen
Janet Mullet
Michelle and Scott Nelson
Jamin and Phoebe Nixon
Wallace and Sarah Oliver
Joseph Olszewski
Sanford and Jody Perl
Beverly and Mitchell Petersen
Heidi and Greg Peterson
Carol Prieto
Barbara Putta
Norman and Helene Raidl
Ed and Susan Ritts
Eleanor Robien
Ira Rosenthal
Lee Ann Russo and
Casey Miller
Kathleen and Philip Ryan
Bruce Sagan and Bette Cerf Hill
Michael Schnur & Janice Liten
Marybeth Schroeder
and Charlie Vernon
Joan D Sears
David and Kimberly Shaw
Margaret and Alan Silberman
Bob and Lisa Silverman
Gerri Sizemore
Chuck and Sandy Sonneborn
Ann B. Stevens
Bob and Anne Sullivan
JWT Family Foundation
Virginia Tolford
Betsy E. Tolstedt
Daniel and Lisa Tyler
Pete and Laurel
Mitchell and Tyler
Margie and Mark Zivin

Supporters
$100 - $249
Anonymous (13)
Judith Aiello-Fantus
Moreen Alexander
Judith and Trent Anderson
Steve and Maria Ballantyne
Cindy Barbera-Brelle
Lou and Louise Barnett
Margi and Roger Baron
Anne Berkeley
Patricia and Edward Blumen
Donald Bousman
Sheila and Ed Bradley
Frank and Barbara Brady
Norma Braude
Deborah and Thomas Brejcha
Roger and Carol Brice
Steven and Phyllis Brody
Lander and Jeanatte Brown
Barbara Bunn
Ann and Dick Burnstine
Brenda and Walter Bushala
Richard Campbell
Linda Camras
Rachel Cantor
Carlo and Christine Cavallaro
Mr. Frank Cella & Mr. Trev Minnaert
Richard and Marcia Chessick
Lynn & Robert Clark
Mary and Dick Clark
Wade and Linda Clarke
Patrick and Barbara Clear
Melanie and Robert Cody
Bradley and Jennifer Cohen
Jeff and Liz Coney
John Culbert
Robert & Chie Curley
Tom and Carol Dammrich
Jeff and Paula Danoff
Ray and Mary Dash
Harriese and Jos Davidson
Maria C Deizman
Dave and April Deming
Mary Anne Diehl and
James Kauffman
Brian and Maureen Dixon
Joseph E. and Ruth B. Doninger
John Donoghue
Judy and Michael Duhl
Joan Dutton
Nancy Ebert
Nooreen Edwards &
Mark Metz
Jerry and Ellen Esrick
Maurice and Ruth Ettleson
Roy and Marta Evans
Diane Filbin
Susan Fine
Brooke Flanagan
Karen and John Flood
Sidney and Jackie Freedman
Janice Friedlander
Joan Friedman
Kathleen Gaffney
Barbara Gaines
John and Mary Galati
Bryna and Edward P. Gamson
Elizabeth Ganitopoulos
Elza and John Garnett
Jean Gershuny
Ray & Sylvia Gilbert
Ethel and Bill Gofen
Cindy Gold
Joan Golder
Peggy Bagley and Rabbi Douglas Goldhamer
Marcia Goldstick
Sharon Gonsky
Eve Gorman
Jack and Violet Graber
John & Patsy Grady
Larry Green
Rochelle Greenberg
Jim & Lilli Greenbaum
Roz and David Greenstein
Joan Guilianelli
Abraham and Carolyn Haddad
John and Suzanne Hales
Del and Ginger Hall
Jeff & Jennifer Harris
David Hawkanson
Thomas and Virginia Helm
Judy and Jay Heyman
Joyce and Rich Hirsch
Elizabeth Holding
Cheryl Holm
Don Honchell and Susan Horn
Mary Jane and Lawrence Horwitz
Jackie & Bill leuter
Alysa and Barry Isaacson
Jancy Jerome and Dan Lipson
Mary Lou Johns
Stephen Johnson
Larry Jones and Susan Knight
Alice G. Jones
Dan and Michelle Jordan
Irv Kaage
Laurie Kabb
Sono Fujii and Claudio Katz
Dori Keller
Nancy Kellman
John Kennedy and Carol Hammerman
Peggy King
Allan and Tanya Klasser
Bianca Jerry Kohlenbrener
Mary T. Koulogeorge
Barbara B. Kreml
Gilbert and Carolyn Krulee
Mary S. Kurz
William Lampkin
Fran Lans
Mark and Mary Larson
Nancy and Alan Lasser
Brian and Wendy Lee
Lucy and Ken Lehman
Grace and Richard Lehner
Gregg and Carolyn Lemein
Susan Levitt
Bill and Wendy Lipsman
Kathryn M. Lipuma
Bob and Dale Lubotsky
Ted and Judy Lucas
Andrew Lysaught and Caroline Brown
John and Martha Mabie
Jackie and David Mack
Richard P. and Brigid D. Magnuson
Margie Marcus
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Margolies
Jeff Mariola
Howard and Jean May
Bobbi Meyers
Robert and Linda Meyers
Laura Michelini
Gene Mikota
Rob Milburn and Amy Morton
Lois Milburn
Lynne Miller
Tony and MaryLou Mockus
Art Mollenhauer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monahan
Kendra Morrill and Brett Johnson
Ann Morris and Vada Woods
Martin W. Morris
Douglas Morrison
Kevin Mott
John and Martha Muno
Kathryn Murphy
Ron and Mary Nahser
Michael and Kathleen Nash
Marsha and Richard Newman
Steve and Kate Newman
Margaret T. Nicosia
Mike Nussbaum and Julie Brudlos-Nussbaum
Gladsy Nutt
Tom and Cathy Omundson
Jerry Oswald and Kathy Fredricks Oswald
Michael and Diane Paley
Roger Parfitt
Eleanor Parker
Marva Paull
Eric & Patty Perrin
Genevieve Phelps
Anita and Seymour Platt
Andrew and Judy L. Porte
Sally Prager
V Pristera Jr.
Ronald Raben
Lynn and Jim Rainwaters
Bob and Patty Reeece
Neal J. Reenan
Nancy and Alan Reineburg
Phyllis Reinert
RME/Farhad Rezai
Jeffrey Richards
Sandi Riggs
Susan and Guy Robbins
Ed and Lavada Robinson
Joseph H. Romeo
Colleen Hughes and Donald Rothschild
James and Cynthia Rowe
Neal and Bonnie Rubin
Norman and Patricia Sack
Marianne Schapiro
The Scherer Family
Pamela Davidson and Tim Scherman
William Schneider
Roche Schuler and Mary Beth Fisher
Scott Seltzer
Ruth Sharps
Jan and Art Sherman
Jeff and Marilyn Sherman
Joan Siavelis
Bruce and Sarane Siewerth
Kathryn Simon
Don Huff and Jeanne Smith
Charles and Pamela Smith
Cindy Smith
Alvin and Kate Spector
Elyssa Joy Springer
William & Ingrid Stafford
Evelyn Stearns
Judy Stern
Abby L. Strauss
Rosalie Streng
Jim JR Sullivan and Cheryl Hamada
Dr. Arnold and Priscilla Sutker
Valerie Swanson
Gerald Swick
Chuck and Judy Swisher
Lauren and Joseph Szwiec
Gail and Bernard Talbert
Ann Taylor and Gil Sharon
Cathy Taylor
Shila Tuchman
Mary Ellen Van Ness
Andria Venezia
Alexis Wallace
Stan Waller
Mary Ward
Charles Whitney and Ellen Wartella
William and Barbara Welke
Wertheimer Box
Catherine Westphal
Jon-Micheal and Stephanie Wheat
Alfred White
Diane & Sandy Whiteley
William & Kathleen Widmer
Joan Wiff
Linda and Payson Wild
Robert Willey
Bonny Wilson
Ann and Arnie Wolff
Mel Marino Wolff
Cheryl Wollin
John Wright
Michael Wright
Maureen “Moe” Yanes
Stacie Young
Gary & Norma Zuckerman
IN KIND
Accents Plus
Art & Science Salon
Avli Restaurant
Ballroom Dance Chicago
Barb Meyer, Independent Cabi Stylist
Beam Suntory Inc.
Bien Assorti Evanston
bloom-3
Bonefish Grill Skokie
Bravo! Cucina
Business Valuation Group, Inc.
Mary Carolan
Catered By Design
Charcoal Oven Restaurant
Josh and Julie Chernoff
Chicago Architecture Center
Chicago Botanic Garden
Chicago Children’s Theatre
Chicago Magic Lounge
Chicago Shakespeare Theater
Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago
Chipotle
Dennis & Franny Clarkson
ComedySportz Chicago
Corepower Yoga
Old Orchard
Court Theatre
Cupitol Coffee and Eatery
DMK Restaurants
Drury Lane Theatre
Escape Artistry
Essa Dora Salon and Spa
Timothy and Jane Evans
Evanston Art Center
Evanston Athletic Club
Evanston Symphony Orchestra
Father & Son
Feast & Imbibe
Catering Group
State Rep. Laura Fine
Firefly Kitchen
Art by Arianna
Frank Lloyd Wright Trust
State Rep. Robyn Gabel
Good’s Fine Picture Framing
Gracie’s
Green Spoon Catering
Guildhall
Steve Hagerty and Lisa Altenbernd
Tom and Jan Hazlett
Hecky’s Barbecue
David Heidt
Don and Betsy Hohman
Quince at the Homestead
The Homestead
Kim & Kirk Hoopingarner
The Doubletree Hotel
The House Theatre of Chicago
Anonymous
Images Med Spa
Ann and Bernie Jennett
Kaufman’s Deli
Koi Chinese & Sushi
Koval Distillery
LA Fitness
La Macchina Cafe
Lad and Lassie
Lagunitas Brewing Company
Le Peep
Lincoln Park Boat Club
Marcello’s
McCormick & Schmick’s
McGaw YMCA
Marge McMonagle
Marcia Mead Stillerman
Amy Morton and Neil Levin
Jodi Mullet and Ken Clark
The Music Institute of Chicago
Music Theater Works
NaKorn - Urban Thai
(Evanston)
Napoli Pizzeria & Wine Bar
Nick’s Neighborhood Bar + Grill
The Noodle and Depot Nuevo
The Rice Young People’s Endowment
Northwestern University Athletics
Northwestern University/Bienen School of Music
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Oceanique
One Key Yoga
peace by piece
The Performer’s School
Melanie and Dan Peterson
Piece Brewery & Pizzeria
Prairie Grass
Prairie Moon
Poro Skin By Afsan
Pure Kitchen
RATIO Architects
Raven Theatre
Remy Bumppo Theatre Company
Revival Food Hall
Holly and David Reynolds
Richard Driehaus Museum
Rivendell Theater Ensemble
Rodeway Inn
Roka Akor Old Orchard
Room & Board
Sanders Fine Portraits
Rep. Jan Schakowsky
Sideshow Theatre
SoulCycle
Chicago White Sox
SPACE
The Spice House
Stained Glass Bistro and Cellar
Stella Evanston
Thomas D. Stringer and Scott E. Waller
Stuart-Rodgers Photography
Stumble & Relish
Sur la Table
Sweeetly Pies Bakery
Talia
The Tempel Lipizzans
Temperance Beer Company
Thalia Hall and Dusek’s
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Trattoria D.O.C.
Vera Bradley - Old Orchard Store
Victory Gardens Theater
Village Inn Pizzeria
Vin Chicago
Vineyard Vines
Vinic Wine Company
Chicago Public Media - WBEZ
Whole Foods Market
Downtown Evanston
Wilmette Massage Center
Writers Theatre

HOSPITALITY PARTNERS
Charcoal Oven Restaurant
The DoubleTree Hotel
Hearth Restaurant
Hecky’s Barbecue
The Homestead
Firefly Kitchen
Five & Dime
Gigio’s Pizzeria
Koi Fine Asian Cuisine and Lounge
Lagunitas Brewing Company
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Roka Akor
Room and Board
Tito’s Handmade Vodka

To Make Your Gift Today
Contact Morgan Ulyat at 847.324.1613 or mulyat@northlight.org,
or donate online at northlight.org.
THE NORTH SHORE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS IN SKOKIE opened in 1996 and operates as part of the Village of Skokie’s plan to provide cultural, and educational programs, benefiting the citizens of Skokie and the surrounding communities.

IN CONSIDERATION OF OTHER PATRONS

- Latecomers will be seated at the discretion of management.

- Please turn off your cell phones and refrain from using them during the show. They are distracting to the performers and your fellow audience members.

- The North Shore Center features a ListenTech RF assistive listening system available for all shows on a first come / first served basis. We ask that patrons using these devices please leave a driver’s license, state ID card or credit card with the House Manager until the device is returned at the end of the performance.

- Lost and Found: please call (847) 679-9501 ext. 3202 for lost items.